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GEP session Session 6 - Collaborative learning 

Title of the lesson or topic.  
Subject (P.E., Math, Science…) 

World War I 

Course / year / age 1st BAT 

Timing 3 hours 

Short description of the session/s  
 

● What is the session about?  
 

● What do I want my students to do 
today? 

 

The session is a revision of the World War I before the final exam. The aim of this session is 
review the four main causes of this historical fact and how affects to the global world. 

The sessions is focused on a revision to the lesson related to the World War I before the exam and 
demonstrate that with a collaborative and cooperative work my students can learn together and prepare 
a good exam . 

In terms of academic content, what are the 
students learning and what are they 
learning to do? 

At the end of this lesson is important to provide our students with a lot of skills and tools to review the 
main important facts of the World War I and what they need to know before the final task. They are 
going to learn new ways to sum up the main important facts related to the World War I before the exam 
in a cooperative and collaborative way to reinforce their previous knowledge. 
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FIND OUT ABOUT 
 
What I know about…? 
 
• The start of the war 
• The spread of the war: the western and eastern fronts 
• Causes and consequences of the war  
• Understand the crucial importance of the war and how affected to the global world 
• The United States’ entrance and Russia’s exit                                                                                                          
• The end of the war and armistice                                                                                                                               
• Germany after the war                                                                                                                                                  
• Key people and terms 

LEARNING TO DO 

Know how to 

• Work in cooperative groups 

• Share all the knowledge with collaborative work 

• Manage new tools to promote a cooperative and collaborative work 

• Share to enrich our knowledge 

• Structure our knowledge in front of an historical fact to study 

• Improve oral communication skills 

• Share ideas with classmates and builds oral communication skills 

• Focus attention and engage students in comprehending the reading material 
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In terms of language, what are the students 
practicing or learning to do? 

 Acquire vocabulary related to the World War I: militarism, imperialism, nationalism, colonialism, 
alliances, trenches, outbreak, eyewitness, army, soldiers, ethnic backgrounds, revolutions, 
armistice, territory, arms race. 

 Review and consolidate the form, meaning and use of the past narrative tenses (past simple, past 
continuous and past perfect). 

 Improve oral communication skills 

 Use the appropriate connectors and linking words:   
-Firstly/In the first place, Secondly, Thirdly, Finally  
- However, Nevertheless, Despite/in spite of  
-Moreover, Furthermore, In addition, Besides 
-Therefore  
- As a result, Thus, Consequently 
- In conclusion ,to sum up 
-But, because,  also 

 Give their own opinions related to different facts:  In my opinion, In my view. 

 Ask and answer questions: What causes conflict? What were the most important causes of WWI? 
How do you resolve conflicts in your life? 

In what way is this 2-hour lesson plan a 
good example of what we learnt in GEP in 
general and in the session about group 
work? 

The lesson plan includes: 

 Different types of input: video, different texts and pictures, games 

 Inputs for multiple intelligences 

 The interaction and the collaborative and cooperative work with the students to do different 
tasks 
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 ICT tools 

 
SESSION PLAN: 
 
1st part of the session (1h): 
 
-This is the last session before the final exam and it is really important that my students will be capable to 
understand and explain all the facts that we learned about the World War I. 
The best way to summarize all lessons in one is with a cooperative and collaborative work. 
 
PREPARATION:  
 
Students need the computer, mobile phones and Internet access.  
 
PROCEDURE: 
 

1) To consolidate the topic.  
 

 Activity 1: The students are going to watch a video created by EDPUZZLE: World War One 
1914-1918 and, at the same time, they are going to answer different questions. With this 
video the students can consolidate their knowledge. 
(20 minutes) 
 

 Activity 2:  THINK, PAIR AND SHARE. After the video, it is a good moment to present 
different questions to think about the topic and try to explain to the others what 

https://edpuzzle.com/media/5aae6906eb834840d393ca8f
https://edpuzzle.com/media/5aae6906eb834840d393ca8f
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happened and why during the World War I. The best way to do this is the activity THINK, 
PARE and SHARE, where the students will show to the others what they know and they 
can help each other to remember important facts. I’m going to project different 
questions and I’m going to ask students to think about its answer. I will instruct students 
to pair off and take turns explaining their answers to each other. 
 
How I’m going to use it? 
 

 Develop the set of questions or prompts that target key content concepts 

 Provide to the students guidelines for discussions 

 Model the procedure to ensure that students understand how to use the strategy 

 Monitor and support students as they work through the following: 
 
T : (Think) Teacher begin by asking a specific question about the topic. Students "think" 
about what they know or have learned about the topic. 
 
P : (Pair) Each student should be paired with another student or a small group. 
 
S : (Share) Students share their thinking with their partner. Teachers expand the "share" 
into a whole-class discussion. 

(15 minutes). WORKSHEET 1. 
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 Activity 3: Domino. The aim of this game is revise the causes of the WWI.  They are going 
to work in groups of 4. The students have to place their domino next to another domino 
and explain WHY they fit together. They have to think carefully their explanations and 
they have to use different connectors that I will give them in a grid. (20 minutes). 
WORKSHEET 2. Dominoes game and linking words grid. 

 

 
2nd part of the session (2h): 
 

 Activity 1: To review the previous lesson it is important to refresh the ideas with the famous 
game “Who wants to be a millionaire”. This game is for the whole class and the aim is to review 
the last day lesson and win the final price! (20 minutes) 
 

 Activity 2: To sum up the topic about the WWI the best way is to play a FISBOWL game.  
In a fishbowl discussion, students seated inside the circle actively participate by asking questions 
and sharing their opinions, while those standing outside listen carefully to the ideas presented. 
 
Running the activity 
 
1. The teacher will place 5 chairs in the middle of the room or around a round table facing each 
other.  

2. The teacher will instruct the participants on the fishbowl rules: 

“Four people should sit on the chairs. They will have a role: 2 experts and 2 interviewers and they 
will start the conversation. The interviewers are going to ask different questions to the experts. 

https://www.superteachertools.us/millionaire/millionaire.php?gamefile=49385
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One chair is to be kept empty all the time. It is available for whoever wants to join the 
conversation. When someone sits on the empty chair or when the teacher say “switch”, someone 
else (typically the one either sitting longer or less involved in the current conversation) has to 
leave. 
The other students who are not sitting on the fishbowl chairs cannot get involved in the 
conversation. They are listeners. If they are to speak, they first have to sit on the empty chair.” 
 

3. The teacher will select a topic (World War I) for the fishbowl conversation and get started.  

 

Before to start the game, I’m going to present a real fishbowl discussion and they are going to 
watch a class video (from minute 1:10 to minute 9:00). After that, I’m going to show to the 
interviewers some possible questions and the experts some possible answers to reinforce their 
knowledge about the topic. WORKSHEET 3. (40 minutes) 

 
 

 Activity 3: The funny way to finish the unit about World War I is with a song activity. The students 
will be capable to create a song where they will talk about the World War I and the main things 
that we need to know to understand what happened in 1914. I’m going to show them a video as 
an example.  (1 hour) 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WDC3j9ghaYg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nj43X-VBEPE&index=4&list=RDkCEUZ4rFiac
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Other important information 

RESOURCES: 
Edpuzzle 
Who wants to be a Millionaire (teachertools) 
YouTube videos 
Board games 

 

 

Teaching materials 
(design the necessary teaching materials for the teacher and the students and include them here; all teaching materials must be original and copyright free) 

 

 

 

 



WORKSHEET 1: THINK, PAIR, SHARE about World War 1 

QUESTIONS 

 

1. World War I has often been described as an “unnecessary war.” Why? Do you 
agree? 

 
2. What, if any, are the connections between the causes of the war in 1914 and 

the reasons that the war was still going on in 1918? 
 

3. Consider the role of diplomacy in World War I. How was it a positive 
influence? How was it a negative one? 
 

4. What is trench warfare, and why was so much of World War I dominated by 
this method of fighting? Consider such elements as technology, strategy, 
attitudes of leaders, and any other factors you can think of. How did trench 
warfare affect the duration of the war? 
 

5. After the war, Germany was punished much more severely than were the 
remnants of Austria-Hungary. Do you think this was reasonable? In your 
answer, consider the roles each country shared in starting and escalating the 
war. Also consider the roles of Serbia and Russia. 
 

6. How did the use of new technologies during World War I influence the war? 
Which sides benefited the most from which technologies? Did any of them 
play a role in either lengthening or in shortening the war? Which technologies 
were the most important? 
 

7. Discuss the U.S. policy on American troops serving in Europe during World 
War I. Why do you think American commanders were hesitant to allow U.S. 
soldiers to serve in British and French regiments? What effect did this policy 
have on America’s relations with the other Allied countries? 
 

8. What was the Schlieffen Plan and why was it unsuccessful during World War 
I? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WORKSHEET 2: DOMINOE 
 
Causes of First World War Dominoes  
 

Revise causes of WW1 through this dominoes game. When you place your domino 
next to another domino you have to explain WHY they fit together. Think carefully 
about your explanation. Try to use different connectors that you know in your 
explanations.  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 
 
 
     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



LINKING WORDS TABLE 

 

ADDING INFORMATION 
 

 

TIME PHRASES 
 

 

CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS 
 

 

EXPRESSING IDEAS 
 
I think one important thing is 

I guess one difference is 

I suppose the main difference 

between X and Y is 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GIVING EXAMPLES 
 
For example 

For instance 

Such as 

Like 

BEING CLEAR 
 

 

CONTRASTING AND 
CONCESSIONS 
 

 

  

 

 



WORKSHEET 3: FISHBOWL  
 
EXPERTS QUESTIONS and ANSWERS  

 
1. Who started World War 1? 

The war was started by the assassination of the heir to the Austrian throne 
Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo, capital of Bosnia, a province of Austria at the 
time.(June, 28, 1914) Serbia had always wanted to crush the Serbs in Bosnia 
and Serbia itself, who was helping Austrian- Serbs in an uprising against Austria. 
Since the Serbs had always fought the Austrian government and threatened 
their "patchwork" quilt of nations, Austria used the assassination of Franz 
Ferdinand as an excuse to send an ultimatum to Serbia. The Serbian 
government would suppress all propaganda coming out of Serbia against 
Austria-Hungary. Serbia would forbid anti- Austria lessons in schools. Serbia 
was to fire officials spreading anti-Austria propaganda. There would be a trial of 
the members of the Mloda Bosnia and the Black Hand terrorist uprising group 
in an Austrian Hungarian court.  
Serbia must accept these terms in 48 hours. Serbia accepted all demands but 
one, they wanted the trial to take place in Serbia. Than Austria had what it had 
always wanted, an excuse to crush Serbia, they declared war against Serbia on 
July 28. Russia, who had always supported the Serbs because of their common 
origins ordered partial mobilization against Austria Hungary.  
Germany had already agreed to help Austria- Hungary in the event of war and 
had given Austria a blank cheque. At this time Russia, Germany, Serbia and 
Austria are prepared to fight. And with this Austria- Serbia conflict the World 
War 1 started and later grew with France, England, Belgium and many other 
nations. 
 

2. What weapons were been use in World War 1? 
Rifles, artillery, machine guns, aircraft ships, submarines, poison gas, tanks, 
armoured cars, grenades and mortars were all used during World War 1.  
The Americans used the shotgun during the war, which they used to great 
effect at clearing the enemy trenches of German soldiers. This provoked a 
horrified reaction from the German government, as wounds from shotgun hits 
were difficult to treat. As I'm sure you know, the shots spread out and hit the 
victim in many different places, which would lead to a long and painful death. 
The Germans called on the use of shotguns in warfare to be banned.  
Aircrafts made their first appearance as weapons in WWI. Germany used 
Zeppelins a type of aircraft, submarines U-Boats, and tanks. Mustard gas along 
with other chemicals were used this is the first appearance of chemical 
warfare.  
Soldiers wear masks to protect them from a horrible new weapon called poison 
gas. It caused blinding and death by choking. One type of gas is mustard gas. 
That would kill you if you breathed it in. You would eventually choke up your 
liver and die instantly. The machine gun was another new weapon for World 
War 1. The submarine was an effective warship, known as a U-boat. 
 

3. Was Germany responsible for causing World War 1? 
They did not bear the sole and total responsibility that was laid on them by the 
Versailles treaty but they had been actively planning on a war with France for 



some years for the purpose of gaining territory so they certainly bear the 
largest part of the responsibility. However, the war first started as a conflict 
between Austria-Hungary and Serbia. Germany did try to prevent it from 
becoming a more general war by warning France and Russia not to aid Serbia. 
They ignored the warnings and a series of treaties requiring various countries 
to help other countries in the event of war all went into effect and suddenly 
everybody was at war. Germany went ahead with their plans for territorial 
acquisition.  
Yes Germany was responsible for causing WWI because of the blank check 
signed in 1914, June 6th which allowed Austria-Hungary to attack Serbia with 
Germany's support. They also pushed Austria to become involved in the War so 
they, and their allies, would not look weak. 
 

4. Why the United States Entered World War I? 
There were unauthorized German submarines along the US East coast. 
Germany's resumption of unrestricted submarine warfare in the spring of 1917 
provided the final straw for US politicians, and America declared war. The first 
and foremost answer would be the sinking of the Lusitania, an British 
cruise/transport ship, bound for Britain from New York. The German U-boat 
ring sought to sink all supply ships headed for Britain in order to starve the 
island. It sank the Lusitania as part of its efforts. 1195 people died, including 
128 Americans.  
 
The Lusitania's sinking was the biggest influence on the American decision to 
enter the war. German submarine warfare the Lusitania is included in this sunk 
many ships over several years. Had it not been for the Lusitania, the US would 
have stayed out of the War. 
 

5. Was World War 1 avoidable? 
Probably no. The population of Germany was increasing rapidly, and they were 
running out of land. Both arms technology and industrial capacity were 
increasing, and leaders of France, Germany and Britain were eager to try their 
new weapons and claim world supremacy. It's likely that a war would have 
started, even if Archduke Ferdinand hadn't been assassinated. And, as the 
previous writer noted, everyone thought when the war started in August that it 
would be over by Christmas, at the latest. Many German rail cars carrying 
troops even carried the promise Home before the leaves fall.  
Yeah it could have been avoided I mean seriously if Germany and Austria-
Hungary had actually attended the peace treaty proposed by Britain things 
could have actually been worked out instead of causing a WW also I think if any 
nation had realized that what was about to start wasn't a few months was but a 
four year war they would have definitely tried to talk to each other and solve 
their problems that way. 
 
 

6. Who was the leader of Germany before the war? 
Kaiser Wilhelm the second was the leader of Germany before World War 1, he 
was very nationalistic. 
 
 
 



7. What was the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk? 
It was the agreement that Germany and Russia came to after Russia had quit 
the war. Russia lost a lot of land in this treaty. 
 

8. How many people died during World War 1?  
At least 37 million people died due to World War 1. 
 

9. Who was the first leader of the Weimar Republic after World War 1? 
Fredric Ebert was the leader of Germany after the end of World War 1. 
 

10. When was the Treaty of Versailles signed?  
The Treaty of Versailles was signed on June 29 of 1919 in Paris, France. 
 

11. Why did Germany declare war on Russia? 
Germany declared war on Russia because Russia had mobilized troops on 
Germany's border. 
 

12. Who were the big three when it came to the Treaty of Versailles? 
The Big Three were Woodrow Wilson (USA), Lloyd George (Britain), and 
Clemenceau (France). 

 
 

INTERVIEWERS QUESTIONS  
 

1. Who started World War 1? 
2. What weapons were been use in World War 1? 
3. Was Germany responsible for causing World War 1? 
4. Why the United States Entered World War I? 
5. Was World War 1 avoidable? 
6. Who was the leader of Germany before the war? 
7. What was the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk? 
8. How many people died during World War 1?  
9. Who was the first leader of the Weimar Republic after World War 1? 
10. When was the Treaty of Versailles signed?  
11. Why did Germany declare war on Russia? 
12. Who were the big three when it came to the Treaty of Versailles? 

 
 

 

 
 
 


